[Driving simulator performance in patients with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome: what consequences for driving capability?].
Patients with obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) have an increased accident risk. The German Society of Sleep Research and Sleep Medicine (DGSM) recommends for patients with OSA and daytime sleepiness that their driving ability should be re-established 6 weeks after the initiation of CPAP (continuous positive airway pressure), with documentation of therapeutic effects on daytime symptoms and performance. The present study was conducted to investigate whether an improvement of driving ability can be documented in neuropsychological tests and a simulated driving situation 14 days after the initiation of CPAP. Driving simulation and neuropsychological tests of vigilance were conducted in 36 patients (36 males, aged 54 9 years) with OSAS before and 2 (n=23), 14 (n=18) and 42 days (n=17) after initiation of CPAP. Vigilance tests showed only slight changes under CPAP. Frequency of accidents during driving simulation was reduced after 14 days of CPAP, but a statistically remarkable decrease was achieved only on day 42. In contrast, concentration faults were reduced after 2 and 14 days of CPAP. In OSA-patients improvement of daytime performance in a simulated driving situation can be documented 14 days after initiation of CPAP. There is need for investigating larger cohorts of patients so that current recommendations for driving licensing can be modified and permission to drive can be given earlier.